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New York- Hub of the 

American Economy 

All the Regions of the United States Are ln,ter-dependent 

The extraordinary growth in the wealth of the United States in the
past r 50 years, which has been equal!ed by no other people in the
world's history, has been due in no small degree to the fact that this
Nation is virtually a self-sufficient continent, containing in abundance
the earth's basic minerals, producing the principal crops of both the
tropical and temperate zones, and possessing great ports on both the
Atlantic and Pacific Oceans. The interchange of goods, services and
ideas between different regions of the United States, each producing
the commodities for which it is best adapted by nature, has created the
wealthiest free trade market that has ever existed. The prosperity of
any single region is benefitted by the development of every other
section of these forty-eight united states, because the growth of pur
chasing power anywhere in this country broadens the market for
manufactured goods, for banking, for life insurance, for farm products,
for transportation and other services. There is healthy competition
between regions, but this merely serves to allocate the production of
commodities to those areas where they can be produced at the lowest
cost and consequently sold at the cheapest price to the consumer. The
manner in which the national population and wealth have been dis
tributed between regions as a result of the operation of these economic
forces has produced the greatest per capita income any nation has ever
enjoyed. 

In this report, which seeks to explain the fundamental causes for the
concentration of wealth and population around the New York Region,
it is also made apparent that New York will only prosper as the Nation's
market hub if the other regions expand their purchasing power.

New York Faces the Concentration of Cities and Industrial Power of Both 
�yrp{,e and America

/t/Looking westward, the New York Metropolitan Region is the mouth
of the funnel through which pours the rich agricultural, mineral and
manufacturing output of the northeastern United States. Looking east
ward, New York is the front door facing the tremendous concentration
of industrial cities in Northwestern Europe (See cover). Standing at the
intersecting point where one great chain of cities extending from Chi
cago, Detroit, Cleveland, Buffalo along the Great Lakes past the route
of the Erie Canal through the break in the Appalachian Mountain chain
into the Hudson River Valley meets the belt of huge metropolitan clusters
from Boston to Washington, D. C., New York is at the center of the
richest trade area the world has ever known (See Fig. 4). Like two
great magnetic poles, the Eastern United States with 3 5 per cent of the
world's power developed by coal, petroleum and water and North
western Europe wi!:h 43 P,er cent of the global mechanical energy
resources face each other ee Fig. r). New York and London, the
centers of gravity of the e concentrated pools of world resources, once
months distant by sailing vessel, are now only r 2 hours apart by air-
























